International Workshop: Recent Studies of Tangut Documents in IOM, Russia (2019)

Tentative (2018/10/01 時点)

Date: Nov. 2 – Nov. 3 2019
Place: Room No. 304, Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Tokyo, JAPAN
Organizer: GICAS, Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa
Co-organizer: KAKENHI 19K21628
Planner & Chairperson: ARAKAWA Shintaro, Associate Professor, Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (arakawa@aa.tufs.ac.jp)

Date/Time: Sat 2 Nov 2019 13:30–17:00
Venue: Room 304, ILCAA
Organized by AA·ken Project “Grammatological Informatics based on the Corpora of Asian Scripts (GICAS)” and KAKENHI 19K21628 “Construction of Method of Studies on Asian Scripts”
Language: English

Presenters:
Kirill SOLONIN “Recent studies on the Tangut Buddhism”
Shintaro ARAKAWA “Reanalysis of Tangut rhyme dictionaries in IOM”
Hiroko ONO “The Tangut patrol system in Tian-sheng code document preserved in Russia · the Shao 哨 and the Jian·lei·ji·zhe 檢肋計者”
Keiji ONISHI “On the regulations prohibiting the burial of official horses and livestock with the dead seen in "the Revised and Newly Endorsed Code for the Designation of the Reign Celestial Prosperity (1149~1169)"”
Saya HAMANAKA “The Structure and lineages of the Sitātapatrā in Tangut and Tibet”

Academic meeting on the Tangut Buddhism (not open to the public)
Date/Time: Sat 3 Nov 2019 10:00–17:00
Venue: Room 302, ILCAA